Combining dispersion measures, distances and emission measures for 157 pulsars lying above | b |> 5
Introduction
The diffuse ionized gas (DIG) in the interstellar medium (ISM) spreads around the dense classical HII regions and the spiral arms with a scale height of 900 pc (Reynolds 1991 ). The DIG is best studied at Galactic latitudes | b |> 5 • , above which the classical HII regions are largely absent. First estimates of the mean volume filling factor (f v ) were made by Reynolds (1977) who derived a lower limit off v > 0.1 from emission measures (EM) and dispersion measures (DM) of 24 pulsars. Kulkarni & Heiles (1988) estimated the variation of f v and the mean densityn c in clouds with distance from the Galactic plane z and foundf v (z) to increase in an exponential fashion. Pynzar (1993) was the first to find a relation betweenf v andn c , not only for the DIG but also for the classical HII regions,f v ∝n c −0.7 . We use the WHAM Hα survey (Haffner et al. 2003 (in press)) to estimate EM for 157 carefully selected pulsars, which we believe are seen along lines of sight through the DIG. Using the DM of these pulsars, and estimated distances 
Basic Relations
The dispersion measure (DM) and emission measure (EM) towards a pulsar with distance D can be written as
where n e (l) (in cm −3 ) is the electron density at a point l along the line of sight (LOS), L e (in pc) the total path length through the regions containing free electrons andn c (in cm −3 ) the average electron density in these regions which is the mean electron density of a cloud if constant for all clouds along the LOS. < n e > and < n 2 e > are averages along D andf v = L e /D is the fraction of the LOS occupied by electrons 1 . All quantities with overbars are averages along the LOS. Thus combining Eqs. (1) and (2) we find,
Other useful expressions are:
Data and Results
To evaluaten c andf v from Eqs. (1) to (4), EM, DM and D are needed. To obtain EM we looked into the recently available WHAM Hα survey and found EM for 744 pulsars in the overlapping survey region. However, in several directions HII regions along the LOS can affect our analysis. To reduce their influence we chose pulsars lying at | b |> 5 • and excluded several 'anomalous' directions above the plane (see BMM for details) leaving 157 pulsars for our analysis. We took DM from the ATNF pulsar catalogue 2 and obtained pulsar distance D from the recent electron density model of Cordes & Lazio (2002) .
EM was corrected for absorption of Hα emission by dust along the LOS as EM c = EMe (0.086±0.005/sin|b|) (Diplas & Savage 1994) . EM c was corrected 1 Note that the filling factor measure here is actually a LOS filling factor, f D , however BMM show that for random geometrical shapes of clouds along the LOS f D ∼ fv 2 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/ for the extra emission coming from beyond the pulsar to obtain emission measure along the LOS to the pulsar as EM p = EM c (1 − e −|zp|/h ), where z p is the perpendicular distance to the pulsar from the Galactic plane and h = 280 pc is the exponential scale height of n 2 e (see BMM for details). Using these data we obtained the following power-law fits: the EM p −DM relation: EM p = (0.042 ± 0.014) DM Here we point out two important effects characterizing the DIG. 1.) The remarkable correlation and inverse relation off v withn c is due to the near constancy of < n e >. This suggests that the DIG is in thermal pressure equilibrium and/or has a turbulent fractal structure. 2.) The scale height off v is about 0.7 kpc and the mean size of the clouds increases at larger Galactic heights. The physical reasons for these relationships need to be investigated.
